Four-wheel drive multi-purpose work vehicle

Around the yards, in repair shops, and baggage handling areas, PUG is the "do-anything" vehicle that solves a lot of work problems. Work crews on the right of way will find the PUG is a real workhorse, operating in ditches and embankments where no other vehicle can go.

There is only one PUG, designed and built for just one purpose...to do a multitude of jobs easier, faster and better and to go places that would stop any other commercial vehicle!

PUG does it all!
PUG likes tough going!

Unique design enables the PUG to travel over obstacles easily.

There are lots of so-called *all terrain* vehicles but only PUG can prove its claim because only PUG is designed and built for that purpose.

**Articulated body design**

PUG is the only vehicle built today with a fully powered front and rear unit, each with its own differential. It is linked together with a special type universal joint that swivels in any direction. This allows each section to twist and turn freely over obstacles and rough terrain while all four wheels maintain surface traction.

**Carries a one-ton payload — tows up to 10 tons.**

The powerful 16 H.P. Briggs & Stratton synchro balanced air cooled engine develops more torque and four-wheel traction power than any other vehicle in this horsepower range. The two-speed automotive type transmission eliminates clutching and shifting. The tight turning radius (10’6”) enables the PUG to operate in areas “off limits” to most vehicles.

**Several body choices and accessories available.**

The makers of PUG offer a wide selection of optional equipment to suit your individual needs...platform and stake bodies, enclosed cabs, hydraulic dump bodies, grader blades, mowers, and even a snow thrower. Tell us your needs and we’ll come up with an answer.
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